New Facility Positions AT Conference for Future
Growth in Conferencing Services Industry
Strategic Location Fits with Long Term Strategy of New York-based
Conference Call Services Provider.
NEW YORK, January 7, 2010 - AT Conference today announced the finalization of
a collocation license agreement with Markley Group for services at One Summer
Street in Boston, MA. This agreement provides AT Conference with a new state-ofthe-art collocation data facility to house their recently purchased Compunetix
CONTEXT Summit media processor as well as a build-out of a data farm.
As an addition to AT Conference's existing collocation facility at 55 Marietta Street in
Atlanta, GA this expansion will support AT Conference's long term growth plans as
well as provide additional redundant disaster recovery support if needed.
The facility at One Summer Street was selected in part for its unmatchable strategic
location serving as an intersection of all major fiber loops in the Boston area. Home
to more than 40 domestic and international carriers, One Summer Street is
considered the most significant data center/telecommunications facility in the entire
New England area.
AT Conference's CEO, David Jannetti, sees this addition as a key step in
strengthening the company's position as an industry leader. "The new collocation
facility is an important piece of our long term strategy to support our growth in the
next five years and beyond," Jannetti said. "Our selection of One Summer Street
ensures that we have the best available in regards to site security, serviceability,
environmental controls, and diverseness in connectivity options to best service our
customers."
About AT Conference
AT Conference is a leading provider of conference call and web conferencing services
that help businesses communicate more efficiently. The company is primarily
focused on the SMB market and has over 75,000 users worldwide.
Headquartered in Southampton, New York, AT Conference also has operations in
California, Florida, Georgia, Massachusetts and Nevada. Its rapid and consistent
growth have earned AT Conference recognition on Deloitte & Touche’s Technology
Fast 500 and New York Technology Fast 50 lists and on Inc. Magazine's Inc. 500 list
of fastest growing North American companies.

More information is available on the company web site at www.ATConference.com.
About Markley Group
Markley Group specializes in the development and operation of mission critical
facilities and has developed thirteen data center and telecom buildings throughout
North America and Europe.
Markley has distinguished itself as the premier provider of high-density solutions by
facilitating clients with the option of provisioning racks up to 38kW each. Markley has
employed various cooling methods in meeting its customers' density requirements
including liquid cooled cabinets, APC In-Row Cooling, Rittal RimatriX5 LPC and Verari
Systems high-density enclosures. Markley counts many prestigious universities and
research oriented companies as clients and has custom constructed space with
electrical densities exceeding 350 watts per square foot.
More information is available at www.markleygroup.com.
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